
T10
A leaking washing machine, a tap that is left open, 
water in the basement… Water damage can be 
very expensive and often it is too late when you 
find out. Thanks to the T10 water leak sensor, 
you will immediately be notified and can prevent 
costly repairs. Thanks to its built-in battery and its 
wireless connection to the A1 hub, you can place it 
where you need it most.

AVOID EXPENSIVE WATER DAMAGE
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Built to last
The T10 has an IP67 rating.  
It is both waterproof and dustproof. 

Wherever you need it
Built-in battery that lasts 2 years.

Highly reliable
Still works for 2 hours after it’s been 
1 meter underwater.

Connected to your alarm hub
Connect it to your A1 and you’re set!

Always in control
Instant notification via your app.ABOUT EZVIZ

EZVIZ helps you app your life. 
Right from the palm your hand, 
you connect visually to your 
home or your work. Welcome to 
the smart home and business!

HIGHLIGHTS



INSTALL IT WHERE YOU NEED IT
Thanks to the built-in battery and the wireless connection 
to your A1 alarm hub, you can place the T10 where you 
need it. You can adjust the water level between 0.4mm and 
3.2mm. 

WATERPROOF AND DUSTPROOF
The T10 has an IP67 rating, making it very secure.

DESIGNED TO WORK IN EXTREME CIRCUMSTANCES
It still works for 2 hours after it’s been 1 meter underwater. 

ALWAYS UP-TO-DATE
Whenever the T10 is triggered, you get an instant 
notification on your phone. 

INTEGRATED EZVIZ SOLUTION
The A1 can be connected to your EZVIZ cameras.  
If the T10 is triggered and you have a camera, the camera 
will immediately start recording images and video. 

ONE APP DOES ALL THE WORK
You can connect all your devices on one and the same app. 
The EZVIZ app is easy to use and allows you to view four 
live video streams at once, if you have cameras.

FEATURES



  GENERAL  

Working Frequency 868MHz

Battery Type CR123A

Battery Capacity 1400mAh

Power Voltage 3V

Battery Life 2 Years

Working Temperature -10°C to +55°C

Working Humidity 0% to 100%

Dimension    103.4mm×31.4mm

Weight 97g

Ingress Protection 
Rating

IP 67

SPECIFICATIONS 

What’s in the box? 

1x T10 water leak sensor
1x Quick Start Guide


